
Ohio Department of Transportation 
Prebid Questions

Project No.  100233 Sale Date - 4/29/2010

For Bid Reference 0051 & 0059, you have three venders listed on plan page 75/101, with a note OR ENGINEER APPROVED 
 EQUAL.  I would like to request Sternberg Lighting to be considered as an Approved Equal.  Ref 0051 - Sternberg # 

  6216FP/3"x4"/GFI/DBBA/FH/55LPM/GRNRef 0059 - Sternberg # G773/OLF/100MH480/MED/GRN     Photometric 
 Distribution G773-175MH[R].iesSpecification sheets and photometric files are avaialble on Sternberg's web site at: 

www.sternberglighting.com.

Question Submitted: 4/21/2010

This pole and luminaire specified in the question will be considered an approved equal for this project.

1Question Number:

I cannot come up with ODOT's quantity for Ref #'s 112 and 113 can you give a better breakdown of your dimensions for these 
 items.  What does the As Per Plan Note pertain to for reference 113?Does ODOT know how deep the rebar in the sidewalk on 

 Bridge NO WIL-15-0154 is?  On page 7/101 there is a note in MOT notes that states contractor must remove pavement 
markings and include it in the MOT price.  There is a pay item for pavement markings removed, so what exactly should we be 

 including in the MOT item?

Question Submitted: 4/26/2010

A1)Due to time restrictions we were unable to locate the bridge calculations for this item.  The items were also 

        broken out on sheet 22 of the plan. Please bid the quantities as shown.A2)The As Per Plan for reference 113 is 

shown on sheet 83, where the “box one” symbol refers to the area for the as per plan colored and stamped concrete 

        surface on the inner 2’-0’ of the walk.A3)The old plans give the depth of cover of the rebar in the sidewalk as one 

        inch clear.A4)The conflicting pavement markings involved with the various MOT phases are to be included with 

the lump sum maintaining traffic item.    The initial removal of the existing markings or any markings that may be 
    relocated are included under the item 641 removal of pavement markings.

2Question Number:
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All prospective bidders, subcontractors, suppliers, materialmen and all others who have an interest in these prebid questions and answers are advised 
that these items are being provided for informational purposes only and are not part of the bidding documents.  If a question warrants a clarification, 

the Department will issue an addenda addressing the request for clarification to all plan holders.  If the Department believes that the bidding 
documents adequately address the request, the contractor will be advised accordingly.


